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INSTRUCTION

Model Product Code

Yamaha XSR 700 2016+ SC-XSR

CONTENTS

You are advised to read the instructions carefully, before you proceed to any changes. 
Any modifications on your motorcycle should be performed by specialized personnel,

however the installation process of this product is quite easy if you follow the instructions below. 
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  Seat Cowl
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Plastic Cover 
2 X metal supports (L-SCXSR) 

2X metal logos (L-LOGO-XSR) 

2 X screws Μ6Χ16 (Key bolt) 
2 X Μ6 clip nuts 
2 Χ plastic washers 6Χ18 
1 Χ Key 
4 Χ screws Μ8Χ20 (allen-round head washer) 
2 Χ insulating fittings 20Χ40Χ2 
1 Χ insulating fitting 200Χ10Χ2 

 Adjust and place the two clips together as shown in the photo above, and stick the two pieces of insulating fittings. 

Place the other insulating fitting at the rear part 
of the seat cover. 
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Turn both the seat and the cover upside down. 
Adjust the seat inside the cover. 

Make sure it fits precisely at the rear part 
of the cover. 

Hold the support brackets in place using the 
two screws supplied, as shown in the photo. 

Press the bracket downwards and tighten the 
screws with they key supplied in the package. 
Make sure you have pressed hard enough 
so that it 'hugs' the seat cover. 
Place the seat cover in it s prior position –
the rear part of the seat cover should 
frame the tail light. 
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For any further information please do not hesitate to contact us: Tel.: +30 2108075387 Email: 
The product is for race use only

  info@c-racer.com

If you wish to remove the rear foot pegs, 
simply unscrew them. 

Put the support brackets in place so as the 
screw holes are no longer visible. 

Once you have finished, the end result 
should be as in the photo. 
Thank you for choosing one of our products. 
You can watch the installation video at the 
following link: https://youtu.be/KOlRQFHrUaw 


